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CWU climbing team
competes in
Northwest
circuit.
-See page 10

MIDNIGHT
MUNCHIES AT
PIZZA COLIN
Read about pizza colin’s late night scene
after the bars close on the weekends.
-See “The drunk stumble to pizza colin”
on page 6

By Micthell Johnson
Sports Editor

NEWS

CWU hosts award-wining author Tim O’Brien

By Eric Rosane
Staff Reporter

The National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA) presented a
talk and book signing last Tuesday night, April 25 for Author
Tim O’Brien to discuss his book
“The Things They Carried”.
During the discussion, entitled
the Big Read, O’Brien touched
on many topics– from talking
about his motives as a writer, to
his background with literature
and how that formed his writing
style.

During his hour of speaking,
reactions from the crowd varied
greatly between his light-hearted,
comedic
commentary
on his children to his stark,
heart-wrenching speech on war
and what it’s like to feel ill content with serving in a war you
disagree with.
CWU senior Colton Wolcott, who was in attendance
at the event, said that he has
been following O’Brien and his
work since his junior year of
high school, when his composition teacher assigned him “The

Things They Carried”.
“I expected him to talk about
a little bit about his writing
process and then read a short
excerpt,” Wolcott said. “It was
deﬁnitely something that you
could tell he was very emotional
about.”
“The Things They Carried”
is comprised of 22 short stories
that detail the life and repercussions of veterans that served in
the Vietnam War. Taking experiences from his own personal
life, O’Brien is able to construct
a reality that focuses on the per-

spective of young men at war
and the guilt and consciousness
that develops throughout their
time serving.
“Ambush” was the chapter
Mr. O’Brien decided to close
the evening out with. In this
story, the narrator recounts the
moment when he decided to kill
a young man approaching him
during a planned ambush outside of My Khe in Vietnam.
“That’s one of my favorite
stories in the book, actually, just
because of the way it has the
ability to reach out and touch

the emotions of death and the
idea of killing,” said 30-year-old
Carlyn Moser.
The NEA Big Read is a nation-wide event that aims at
instilling conversation and
commentary on many diﬀerent
books, that range both thematically and in age, throughout
communities. Over 4.8 million
people have attended Big Read
events and over 37,000 communities have partnered with NEA
to put on these events, according
to the National Endowment for
the Arts Big Read website.
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May the fourth be with you: a Star Wars review
By Susie Chavez

Staff Reporter

A long time ago, in a city not too far
away, a couple of young directors set
out to create a ﬁlm saga that would go
on to become one of the most popular
franchises the world has seen.
The Star Wars franchise began in
1977 and continues to this day. There
are now eight movies, a tv series, several
books and a variety of diﬀerent merchandise. In 2011, Star Wars fans began
the celebration of Star Wars Day on
May 4.
“May the Force be with you,” is an
essential catchphrase throughout the
Star Wars universe, which was why the
date May 4 was chosen, since it could
be easily made into the pun: “May the

Fourth be with you.”
Even though Lucasﬁlm never oﬃcially declared “Star Wars Day,” so many
fans across the world celebrate it, that it
became an unoﬃcial national holiday.
Growing up as the youngest of three
kids, I was exposed to many “cool
things.” I grew up in a small town with
two older sisters and as I have gotten
older, boy am I sure glad that I got exposed to Star Wars at a young age.
For the longest time, my favorite Star
Wars ﬁlm of all time was “Return of the
Jedi”, and even after re-watching ALL
the Star Wars ﬁlms in the span of the
week, that hasn’t changed.
My favorite Star Wars movie is still
“Return of the Jedi”, with “The Force
Awakens” coming in close second.
A lot of fans disagreed with me though.

Francesco Somaini, a communications
professor, said, “I like “Star Wars: The
Empire Strikes Back,” because of how
dark the film is compared to the others.”
The reason I like “Return of the Jedi,”
is because in a sense, the movie is a part
of me and reminds me of my childhood.
It was also the first Star Wars film I ever
watched, and I remember bawling every
time I watched the film. “Return of the
Jedi,” was always there for me when I
needed something to understand how I
was feeling and was there for me when I
felt the need to shed a tear.
I decided to watch Star Wars in the
order I was taught to watch Star Wars: In
the order that they were released.

- See “Star Wars” on page 9

Courtesy of Campus Activities

You can see “Rogue One: A Star Wars Story” next
week at Monday Movie Madness at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
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EVERGREEN SCENE

Deck

Hey Wildcats,

Illustration by Jack Lambert/The Observer
There has been conflict betweeen NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell and the NFL Player’s Association about Marijuana use.

P ills versus Ma rijua na
N F L p l aye r s c o n s i d e r a l t e r n a t i ve p a i n re l i e f
By Miles King
News Reporter
Current and former NFL
players have recently come
out in support of marijuana
use for pain relief. With pot
becoming more socially accepted, in addition to becoming legalized in certain states,
prescription pills may no longer be the safest remedy for
the chronic pain some athletes
suffer from.
One of the most recent advocates of marijuana in the
NFL is former offensive tackle
Eugene Monroe. After playing
seven seasons in the league,
Monroe retired, citing concerns for his current and long
term health.
“Cannabinoids are a safer, less
addictive alternative to opioids
and can even reduce opioid
dependence,” said Monroe on
eugenemonroe.com, his personal webpage that advocates
for change to the NFL’s banned
substance list.
Noah Moore, employee at
the Green Shelf in Ellensburg, agrees with Monroe and

believes marijuana is mostly
non-addictive.
“The repercussions of coming
off of pills are significant,” said
Moore, referring to those attempting to quit using prescription pills.
Moore also recognizes that
pot alone cannot provide relief
for all those experiencing intense pain. In some situations,
stronger prescription medication is required.
A main concern regarding
long term player health is the
development of chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE).
“Over 95 percent of NFL
football players’ brains tested
positive for CTE in post-mortem examinations,” said Monroe on his website.
Monroe also alludes to the
use of cannabidiol (CBD),
the pain relieving compound
found in marijuana, as a
short-term neuroprotective.
Monroe aims to utilize the
anti-inflammatory functions
of CBD for brain swelling
when concussed.
The use of CBD is not limited to brain injuries.
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“Most people on prescription
pills are coming in for CBD,”
said Levine, an employee at
Cannibis Central in Ellensburg.
Those who wish to avoid the
high effects of marijuana — as
a whole plant— have the option of CBD to relieve pain.
Moore and Levine both support the use of pot for pain relief,
but recognize the importance of
prescription pills in medicine.
Moore referred to those
who are suffering immensely,
he said that pot alone cannot
suppress their aches and pains.
Levine considered that the
high feeling that pot gives users may be an undesired side
effect for some individuals.
A long-standing stigma is
that marijuana is a gateway
drug. Both Moore and Levine
disagree with that notion.
Levine referenced that many
users are no longer buying from
street vendors who may try to
sell them harder drugs. Users
are “not looking for a next high
from pot,” said Moore, suggesting that users do not become dependent or addicted to the high
as with harder drugs.
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I’m not the biggest fan of referring to you all as Wildcats. I’m
sure not all of our readers are students, however.
Unfortunately I can’t think of a
proper replacement, so until I do
you’re all Wildcats.
Anyway, no tangents this week,
so I’ll get straight to the news story
I want to talk about.
One quick note though, I’ll be
talking about something relatively controversial and my goal is
not to take a position on the subject, but rather inform you all of
a fantastic piece of investigative
journalism that takes a look at a
national problem.
So let’s get to it! There is a
problem with police shootings in
the U.S. and that is the lack of
data about police shootings provided by our government.
I’m not going to jump into the
police shooting issue itself, my
main concern is that aside from
a few resources, we don’t know,
in detail, how many times police
officers shoot at a citizen. The
official data is incomplete and
unreliable.
Why is this important? I think we
can learn a lot from our mistakes.
That’s not to say all police
shootings are mistakes. Our police officers risk their lives and are
sometimes forced to take a life to
protect themselves and others.
But, as we all know, police officers are also human. They don’t
get it right 100 percent of the
time, which can result in the preventable death of innocent or unarmed people.
If we had data that accurately recorded police shootings, we
could study it and potentially
come up with ways to prevent people from being unnecessarily shot.
Unfortunately, a comprehensive database of all U.S. police
shootings doesn’t exist, but
there are a couple that are a
good start.
The Washington Post began
keeping track of police shootings
in 2015 based on news reports,
public records and original reporting. It’s a fascinating database
and I recommend you look it up.
You can read about most of the
individual cases.

They report that 991 people
were shot dead by police in 2015,
963 people in 2016 and so far 311
people in 2017. Those numbers
are fascinatingly similar, even
the 2017 numbers are lining up
as we’re nearly 1/3 of the way
through the year.
I don’t know what these numbers say (possibly nothing), but
if we had more comprehensive
data, we may be able to figure
that out.
The Washington Post isn’t
the only newspaper to build a
database like this, a Tampa Bay
Times reporter, Ben Montgomery, set out to build a police
shooting database for Florida
in 2014. This database and investigative project, titled “Why
Cops Shoot,” was released earlier this month.
The data showed that 827
people were shot by police from
2009 to 2014 and again each
year the numbers were fascinatingly similar.
But the main thing that sets this
project apart is the stories behind
it. Attached to the database is a
heart-wrenching investigative article that not only tells these stories, but tries to understand why
they happened.
I believe that is the goal we
should aim for. By reading through
these projects, we can potentially
understand why cops shoot.
I’ll say again that yes, some
shootings are unavoidable. But
I believe this kind of data can
help police prevent the unnecessary shootings.
We can argue all day about
some of this stuff. Who was at
fault? What should the officer
have done? What should the victim have done?
Moving past these details, I
think everyone can agree that we
should minimize the meaningless
death of innocent people. These
databases are the first steps towards doing this.
You can see the full stories online at The Washington Post and
Tampa Bay Times websites to
read about how they collected
and analyzed all that data.
I’ll see you next week wildcats,
-Kailan Manandic, EIC

Corrections: The story on the cover, “CWU B-ball coach resigns”, was
written by Rachel Greve, not Natalie Hyland as placed in print.
Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression,
in which student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission
of the Observer is two-fold: to serve Central Washington University as a
newspaper and to provide training for students who are seeking a career in
journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate, dependable
information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for
the free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large;
and to be the best source for campus, entertainment and sports news. As a
training program, the Observer is the practical application of the theories
and principles of journalism. It teaches students to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the decision making of the community at
large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills
needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509)
963 -1073 or e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com.
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Biking to benefit hu-Mann-kind
By Jack Belcher
News Reporter
CWU grad Ashtyn Mann and
her older brother Justin Mann
are raising money for a bike
ride across the country from
California to South Carolina.
Justin Mann was diagnosed
with Type 1 diabetes, also
known as juvenile diabetes
when he was 6 years old. He
has been living with the metabolic disease for 20 years.
“Since that time, I have yet to
let this disease hold me back.
Now when people ask about
it, I refer to it as LIVEabetes,”
Justin wrote on the pairs’ Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF)-sponsored website
for their trip.
The Manns are partnered
with the JDRF and will be
fundraising money for the foundation during their trip.
“I remember thinking to myself, ‘My life is over,’” Justin
said. “I kept thinking, ‘Why
me?’ No more candy, no more
soda pop, having to give shots,
constant ﬁnger pokes. Basically,
I thought I was a subhuman. I
can’t even tell you how wrong I
turned out to be.”
In an interview, Ashtyn
Mann explained why she chose
to ride across the country with
her brother.
“I always wanted to [bike ride

Courtesy of Ashtyn Mann

Justin Mann (left) and Ashtyn Mann hold their JDRF-sponsored jerseys for their upcoming cross-county bike trip.

across the country]. My [young- my brother if he wanted to do it
er] sister’s two friends did it a and he said yes.”
couple years ago, while I played
South Carolina stood out
volleyball, so
to them, beI didn’t really
cause their aunt
have any free
lives there and
Basically, I thought I
time,” Ashytn was a subhuman. I can’t they have never
said. “After I
been before.
got done with even tell you how wrong I “We are actuvolleyball last turned out to be.
ally kinda going
year, I startdiagonal, so we
-Justin Mann, trip participant
ed cycling a
are starting in
lot and I just
Seaside, Oregon,
kind of thought of the idea that and then we are ending in MyrI could actually do this. I asked
tle Beach,” Ashtyn said. “We

“

”

will be going along the border
of Oregon and Washington,
then through Idaho, Montana,
Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas
and then all the way to Virginia Beach. Then from Virginia
Beach we are going down to
Myrtle Beach.”
The oﬃcial route they
are taking is known as the
Trans-America Trail.
They planned the trip to
take 60 days, starting May 1
and ending on the Fourth of
July. This is an average of 65

miles each day, although Ashtyn said that there will be a few
100-mile days if they want to
make it on time.
“The nice part is that we are
not trying to plan a lot, we’re
just kinda going day by day,”
Ashtyn said.
There are two separate fundraisers, a GoFundMe account
for supplies, bikes, and food.
During the trip, the funds will
go to the JDRF fundraiser. The
goal they need for their supplies
is $10,000, although right now
they are only around $6,500
and their JDRF fundraiser
during the trip has a goal of
$30,000.
The pair will hopes to work
with a documentary crew
called “CLICKON Media”, a
digital media company who focuses on sports. If the Manns
can reach their funding goal,
the crew will meet up with the
Manns in certain cities and
document their trip.

Trans-America Trail
•

Over 5,000 mile trail

•

Meant for sightseers
on motorcycles

•

Also designed for
Touring-style bicycles

summer
at EW U
Accelerate your
possibilities.

Stay on track and get ahead!
Start planning now.
ewu.edu/summer | Cheney | Spokane | Online
EWUSummerSession
@EWUSummer
11940 summer observer.indd 1

3/28/17 11:03 AM
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RCM budget to affect CWU tuition waivers
By Racquel Rollins
Senior News Reporter
Around 20 percent of CWU
students have some sort of tuition waiver, but the new budget
model might change this.
Starting this summer, CWU
will be under a Responsibility-Centered Management
(RCM) budget model.
One of the biggest changes
under this model is that money goes directly to the college,
based entirely on student
credit hours.
The college then decides
how to best use the money
left over after paying all fixed
costs, such as salaries and facility costs.
“This model should be beneficial for students,” said Vice
President of Business and Financial Affairs Joel Klucking.
“It’s common sense. You can
only spend what you earn.”
One decision that the colleges will have to make is between fixing equipment and
giving out additional waivers.
“If we’re waiving too much,
we can’t replace those things
that need [to be] fixed,” Klucking said.
Klucking gave the example
of the College of Business.
They currently have a fund for
waivers, specifically for students
who attend Washington Busi-

Xander Fu/Observer
Any student who receives a tuition waiver from CWU might not under the new RCM budget model enacted for next year.

ness Week.
With the RCM budget model, this would now get put into
their budget and the College
of Business decides how to use
this money efficiently.
This means the dean of the
College of Business has to
make the choice between giving
out more waivers – whether it

be recruitment or need-based –
or fixing equipment.
Colleges can also determine
what type of waivers they give
out to students, based on what
they think will be the most
beneficial.
Recruitment waivers can
bring in a student who then
adds to the student credit hours

for that college. Since student
credit hours are entirely how
RCM budget model decides
how much money each college
gets, this essentially gives the
college more money.
Need-based waivers, on
the other hand, can be given out to nearly any student,
and might be a determining

factor in whether or not they
can afford to continue at the
university.
“What is the right mix between recruitment and needbased waivers?” asked Klucking. “Is there a more fair way?”
The final price of a university can oftentimes be a
deciding factor in a student’s
final decision, so waivers and
scholarships –which are not
affected by the new RCM
budget model– can make all
the difference.
Matthew Conrardy, a graphic design student, was one of
many students who chose CWU
because of a tuition waiver.
“I live in California, so I probably wouldn’t have come here,”
Conrardy said.
Originally CWU was his
third choice, but with out-ofstate tuition being so high, the
waiver made the difference.
Alexa Shindruk, a sophomore accounting major, said
that while she always considered CWU, the waiver made a
difference in her final decision,
as well.
“I don’t think [CWU] would
have been my first choice,”
Shindruk said.
CWU used to have closer to
a 13 percent waiver rate, and
while Klucking does not foresee
the rate dropping that low again,
he does say there should be “a
more strategic use of waivers.”
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Life as a freshman in the residence halls
By Sarah Taylor
Staff Reporter

As a first year student at
CWU I was subjected to living
in the freshman dorms just like
many other first-year students.
It took a long time after my
acceptance to CWU to understand that I was going to have
to share a room and bathroom
with multiple other people. The
idea of this made my skin crawl.
As it was getting closer to move
in day I became more anxious
about living in a dorm.
This resulted in packing everything I could fit into three
standard moving boxes. A week
before move in day, I was informed via email that I would
be rooming with an international student from Japan.
I had no idea at the time of
how much this would impact
my college experience. I woke
up at 5 a.m. on moving day to
make it to CWU’s campus by 8
a.m. I remember asking myself:
“Why did my dorm have to have
8 a.m. arrival time?” It took
roughly two and a half hours to
get to Ellensburg from Gig Harbor, but the lack of sleep and
the anxiousness made the car

ride feel like an easy 45 minute
trip. Once I opened the door to
my new room, it was like opening a metaphorical door to a
new chapter of my life. I could
have never predicted what was
to come from living in a dorm
for my first year of college
Living in a dorm comes
with problematic and obnoxious issues. These issues range
from having to share a disgusting shower with people, to having to constantly wait for an unoccupied shower to use. Issues
can also occur with roommates
or Resident Assistants (RAs) in
your dorm building. One of the
most obnoxious issues I ever
experienced was getting written
up by an RA at 7 a.m.
My friends and I were attempting to pull an all-nighter
after being in Yakima for several hours. Our plan was to stay
up in the dorm lounge and wait
for the sunrise. We had planned
on going to the water tower on
the hill 15 minutes beforehand.
The idea behind our thought
process was it was going to be a
‘just so we can say we did it’ experience. However, we all ended
up falling asleep and waking
up to an RA writing us up for
sleeping in the lounge. I had
no idea sleeping in the lounge
was not allowed. All I knew at
that point was I was two months
into college and I had already
got written up. It turned out

Jack Lambert/Observer

Pictured above is Barto Hall, one of the numerous first-year residence halls and one of the closest residence halls to the SURC.

that this incident was incredibly
trivial and no one had any repercussions at all.
One of the most memorable
experiences I had while living
in the dorms was my roommate
taught me how to make homemade sushi. It was an extremely crowded night in the lounge,
but somehow I attempted to
make a sushi roll from scratch.
It took four simple steps: lay-

ing a piece of seaweed flat on
a surface, placing a thin layer
of rice on the seaweed, adding
crab meat and then rolling it
tightly up with a bamboo sushi
mat. While I was on the last
step, my roll of sushi exploded.
Rice and meat flew everywhere.
That was the first time I saw my
roommate burst into laughter.
I was so shocked that I started
laughing too. I ended up not

eating any sushi that night, but
it was finally nice to find a common ground with my AUAP
roommate.
Living in the dorms can be
frustrating and obnoxious at
times, but at the end of the day
people living in the dorms have
the opportunity to experience
new cultures and create fantastic memories with the people
around them.
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health and the environment.
According to the US Energy
Information Administration
website there are several principal emissions result from coal:
“Sulfur dioxide (SO2), which
contributes to acid rain and respiratory illnesses. Nitrogen oxides (NOx), which contribute to
smog and respiratory illnesses.
Particulates, which contribute
to smog, haze, and respiratory
illnesses and lung disease. Carbon dioxide (CO2), which is the
primary greenhouse gas produced from the burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil, and natural
gas). Mercury and other heavy
metals, which have been linked
to both neurological and developmental damage in humans
and other animals. Fly ash and
bottom ash, which are residues
created when coal is burned at
power plants.”
This issue is bigger than
money, our health and the future of our environment are on
the line. Instead of going back
to the past and putting ourselves and our environment in
danger by creating more jobs
in coal.
The President should encourage the continuous growth
of natural resources such as
solar and wind and pay more
attention to our environment
and how what we do affects it.
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The drunk stumble TO

PIZZA COLIN

By Mitchell Johnson
Sports Editor

It is around 1:30 a.m. on a Friday night.
After spending the last four hours pouring alcohol into
the body with minimal food, the stomach is screaming.
“Feed me, feed me,” the stomach says. “Give me
greasy, unhealthy food to feed me!”
Unfortunately for short-term health and the wallet,
the stomach cannot be ignored.
Tonight, it’s like Homer Simpson is whispering, “Mm,
pizza,” into the ear.
There are many places to eat within walking distance
around downtown Ellensburg. A hot dog from Hot Diggidy Dog is such a staple of the late night food scene, it is
part of the CWU Traditions book.
For a long time, the pizza joint was called Pizza
Rita, named after the four other Spokane-based locations. After former owner Rita Ritter decided to
go to nursing school, she put the Ellensburg store
up for sale. Employee-turned-manager Colin Lamb,
who has worked there for about ﬁve years, bought the
store in February 2014.
After stumbling out of 301 or Blue Rock, college students make their way down East 4th Avenue for two blocks,
until Main Street, where they take a right.
Here is where gooey pizza goodness awaits.
No matter if the pizza joint is called Pizza Rita or
Pizza Colin, many people recognize the retro, darkgreen Volkswagen van—often parked nearby or driving
around town.
The seating area is packed with college students. It’s so
loud that it is almost hard to think, especially after alcohol
makes thinking clearly nearly impossible.

Along the wall sits a guy in a white quarter-zip and
a black and white trucker hat. His back is pressed up
against the table on a barstool.
“I already got kicked out of Blue Rock,” he says in a
not-so-inside voice.
Sitting at a table nearby are four girls who begin poking fun at him.
“Y’all are assholes,” he shoots back in a joking tone,
putting his head down.
The smell of dough, hot cheese and pepperoni wafts
around, making it nearly impossible to not want to buy
a slice of cheese or pepperoni for $2.
While they wait, people can see their pizza being
scooped up.
“Just came out of the oven, it’s hot,” the employee says.
So hot that after one girl receives her pizza she immediately drops the box.
Alcohol brings out the most interesting people.
One guy comes inside with some interesting news for
his friends sitting at a table.
“Aye, that ambulance ﬁnally came for that old guy,”
he reports.
“He’s 69 today,” replies his friend.
Many of that seems like an odd coincidence.
A group of two girls and a guy received the box they ordered, then sat there, looking at each other.
“Should we stay?”
“I don’t care.”
“I don’t know.”
“Okay maybe we should head back.”
One of the girls puts on a heavy dark red ﬂannel, and
the group is on their way.
Even though not everyone of these drunk party-goers will remember everything that happened tonight,
they will always remember the taste of late-night pizza.

Photo by Xander Fu / Layout by Taylor Morrell
Pizza Colin is busy at 2:15am.
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OBSERVER HEALTH

Ask
Dear Dr. H,

What are the current rates of sexually transmitted infections? I feel
like they have decreased. As I’ve
been in college, I’ve known people
who have had MANY partners,
but they don’t have any diseases.
Either they practice “protected” sex
or the rates have gone down a lot.

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Break Central members show off their moves in front of their table in the SURC during a tabling event to get new members.

The Break Down

CWU’s Break Central Club teaches students the basics of how to break dance and show off their moves

By Alex Palacios
Scene Staff Reporter

Hip-hop is more than just
a genre of music, it’s a culture. Behind the music, there
are dance styles, art, films and
countless fans who put their
own spin on the culture to help
it grow and change.
Bilal Abubakar, senior mechanical engineering major,
tries his best to contribute to the
dancing aspect.
Abubakar started Break
Central, a b-boy style dance
club—or as some people know
it, break dancing—during his
freshman year.
Abubakar has practiced
b-boy style dancing for years
and currently serves as the
group’s instructor.
He became interested in
the dance style in high school
when his friend Bryan Nguyen,
a junior studying biochemistry,
created a similar club—called
Break Club.
Abubakar says his motivation to start the club was “to
pass on the culture of hiphop.” He’s hoping to meet
other people that are also interested in the culture.
Kara Meyer, a junior
studying physics, is a member of the CWU Dance
Team and comes to the club
meetings to gain experience
in breakdancing, to add to
her repertoire.
Meyer made it clear that while

Next Break
Central Meeting
May 1 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
SURC Ballroom
Rodeo: May 25, 1
p.m. SURC East Patio

she is not a huge fan of hip-hop
music, she enjoyed the club.
“I only like [a] couple of songs
from the genre,” Meyer said.
She also said that she liked
coming to the club because Abubakar was a great teacher.
Abubakar helps everyone
and encourages them throughout the meetings. He breaks
down moves for people to try
and advises them to practice as
often as possible.
“I used to teach to kids
back in high school,” said
Abubakar.
The whole club emulates
a classroom dynamic. All the
members have things to contribute, so they take the time to
share what they know.
“The purpose of the club
isn’t to just learn and teach,
we all help each other grow as
dancers,” Nguyen said.
When new members first
come in they practice basic
groundwork with Abubakar,
while Nguyen and Meyer

practice handstands and other, more advanced techniques.
The club meets as often as
they can and try to get as many
students as possible to come
to meetings. Even people who
don’t necessarily enjoy hip-hop
music are invited to participate
in the club.
People don’t need to commit to anything to join the
club. They have a Facebook
group where they post meeting times, informing members of when they’ll be in the
SURC Ballroom.
A culminating point is coming up for Abubakar and the
club next month. On May 25,
Break Central will be hosting
its first Hip-Hop Rodeo.
The rodeo is essentially going to be a hip-hop convention
that was planned entirely by
the club.
There will be multiple competitions for free-style rappers,
graffiti artists and dancers at
the rodeo.
“I had thought about it over
the years, but didn’t have the
means to host something so big
until this year,” Abubakar said.
The club is receiving funding from Campus Activities
and the Center for Diversity
and Social Justice to put on
the rodeo.
These funds allow the club
officers to purchase equipment online and reaching out
to hire judges for the event
from Seattle.

Dear student,
Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) run rampant in our
country and yet no one you
know has ever had one… at
least not that they’ve told you.
“Nearly half of the 20 million
new STIs diagnosed each year
are among young people aged
15-24 years,” reports the Centers
for Disease Control [CDC] and
Prevention, while about one in
four new cases of HIV infections
occur in youth 13-24 years old.
That’s quite a bit of STIs for
people in the college-age range.
Of course, this doesn’t specifically speak to the STI rates among
students at Central, but it does
shed light on the millions of
young people in our country affected by infections that are easily
prevented. Currently, there is no
population-level data for STIs
among the Central students –
so, truth be told, I cannot make
a specific, evidence-based assessment on the trends of STIs
among our students.
That being said, STIs are
very common among college
students at the national level,
and for some STIs, those rates
appear to be increasing—not
using condoms, getting tested,
or talking to partners about
STI history all increase risk for
getting an STI. Many STIs (like
Human Papillomavirus (HPV)
chlamydia and gonorrhea) are
often asymptomatic – meaning
people who are infected don’t
experience any symptoms.
So unless people who are sexually active get routinely tested,
they may not even know they
have an STI. When left untreated, these STIs can lead to further
health complications and even
infertility. Women, in particular,
tend not to experience symptoms
with the aforementioned STIs.
HPV is the most common
STI—the CDC estimates that
nearly all sexually active men
and women will get it at some
point in their life. Some strains
do not cause health issues, while
others can cause genital warts,
which can also be asymptomatic and yet is very common
among young people.
We’ve all seen the gruesome
pictures of herpes or genital
warts, but most of the time, people don’t even know they have
these STIs, yet they can still be
transmitted between partners
even if the infected partner does
not have symptoms.

Dr. H

You mention people you know
who have “MANY” partners but
no “diseases.” Something very
important to consider is that, especially in the case of HPV, an
initial infection does not produce
“disease.” HPV can be spread
through vaginal, anal and oral
sex, and high-risk strains cause
most cervical cancers, in addition
to cancers of the vulva, vagina,
penis, anus and throat.
The CDC estimates 33,000
new cases of cancer each year
in parts of the body where HPV
is also found – presumably from
HPV infection acquired years or
even decades prior.
Even if people use condoms
for penis-and-vagina-sex, but
not for oral or anal sex, they are
still at risk for HPV. Someone
can have HPV and not know
they have it because they don’t
have symptoms. Then they can
spread it to others, who then
may or may not experience any
symptoms themselves until years
later when cancer develops.
The bottom line: If you’re sexually active, regular STI testing is
highly recommended – once per
year and even more frequently if
you have sex with multiple partners. If you are having sex with
someone you don’t know very
well – or aren’t sure if they are
having sex with other people –
always use condoms for vaginal,
oral and anal sex.
If you’re in a relationship, talk
about your testing history and,
better yet, go get tested together
to know your STI status. Many
STIs can be cured with antibiotics. Even those that cannot – like
genital warts, herpes and HIV –
can be healthfully managed.
Consider talking to your
healthcare provider (shout out
to Planned Parenthood and
Central’s Student Medical and
Counseling) about the HPV
vaccine as well, which protects
against certain strains of HPV
most commonly linked to cancer and genital warts.
People don’t always know
they have an STI when they
do, and people don’t always
feel comfortable sharing their
STI status because of stigma.
I would highly advise against
basing your personal risk for
getting an STI on your perception of how uncommon they are
among your peers.
Even if you believe that
people at CWU just don’t have
STIs, the truth is that rates
are probably higher than you
think, and at some point, your
pool for sexual partners will
get larger. If you’re not in the
habit of making healthy and
safe decisions around your sexual activity now, then you are
putting yourself and any future
partners at risk later down the
road.

Dr. Jill Hoxmeier is a public health professor at CWU.
Send anonymous public health and sex-related questions to
askdrh@cwuobserver.com and have them answered here.
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OLD SKOOL’S

Carol Cox
Greet the Sea plays in the Audio Attic at Old Skool’s on April 22.

By Racquel Rollins
Senior News Reporter

Old Skool’s is the deﬁnition of vintage. As you walk towards the Audio Attic, where the open mics and concerts are held, you’ll pass boxes
of vinyl, stacks of DVDs and cassettes and racks of clothes that smell
slightly like your grandma.
Owner Carol Cox spends hours every day organizing and restocking her boxes of records, and promoting music on her Facebook page. She can often be found taking a break outside in her
black ﬂoral rain boots and brown faux
fur jacket, smoking “too many” Mountain King cigarettes.
Cox has been doing this same routine
almost every day for over 12 years, but
she says she isn’t burnt out — not in the
slightest.
“I love it,” Cox says. “I couldn’t imagine doing anything else.”
Old Skool’s opened back in 2005. “It
just kind of happened,” Cox says. “It’s
something I always dreamed about doing.”
She decided to use her tax return
money to start the business and became
a business partner with her sister-inlaw, Kelly Parke. They started out on
Third Avenue—where Brix is currently—with a small record collection and
some clothes. They both loved going
to yard sales, and their collections kept
accumulating, so they moved to Main
Street, calling it Threads and Needle,
with Parke oﬀering piercings.
Cox’s records and clothes collections
kept growing, so Parke started Ace Body
Piercing and Cox established Old Skool’s
right next door.
She can remember the ﬁrst record she
ever bought: John Lennon’s “Imagine”
for only 25 cents.
“Records were going out of style, so I could buy them for super
cheap,” Cox says. “I just thought they were cool.”
Now that records are growing in popularity, they are not as cheap
anymore. However, it might take a few more decades for her stacks of
cassettes to come back around.
Since opening, Cox has had her struggles.
One normal, Ellensburg spring day Cox walked into the store to
ﬁnd her ﬁrst order of CDs, her computer and piles of records a “soggy,
horrible mess.” She went upstairs where she found the “ super sleazy
maintenance guy,” who claimed that someone had left a washing machine on and it ﬂooded her store. Cox then called her landlady and
rushed to turn her backroom into a drying room. Later, she found out
that the maintenance man had a secret room with a Jacuzzi and Cox
suspects that this is actually what ﬂooded her store.

Currently Cox has a leaky roof once again. Old-fashioned buckets are strategically placed around the Audio Attic to catch the drops,
while the furniture is situated around them. But she laughs and says it’s
the reason why her rent is so low — and at least it isn’t leaking on any
merchandise.
Cox currently runs Old Skool’s by herself. She is not getting rich oﬀ
the business, but she says that she isn’t looking for anything fancy. Her
husband works a forklift for a living and that is what pays the bills.
“I get to come in and relive my youth everyday,” Cox says.
When she moved into her current place, she decided to grow her
music collection. It is her love of music that inspired her to begin doing
open mic nights.
Cox used to sublet her backroom to various businesses, but none of them did very
well, so when her friend wanted to do an
open mic there she jumped on board in
building the music scene.
She doesn’t credit herself for any success
that the open mic has had.
“Everyone comes together to help out.
The musicians do all the work, really.”
Holli Caskey currently voluntarily runs
open mics on Sunday. Various musicians
from around the valley, such as Trevor
Roseburg of Mountain Jam and Nathun
Finkhouse of Rockslide, come to play
and relax.
Cox is more than willing to brag about
every regular artist who attends, as well as
about Caskey for voluntarily running the
weekly event.
“Carol doesn’t give herself enough
credit. She lets us use the space,” Caskey
says. “She supports the music scene here
in town.”
Regulars strum their guitars or play
the piano prior to open mics. Cox can be
found near the entrance of the Audio Attic, listening for the squeaking of shoes on
tile that means customers have come in.
Various people will ﬁlter in and out as the
night goes on, but Cox is always near the entrance, smile on her face,
tapping along to whomever is playing.
Up-and-coming bands from all over have contacted Cox: Seattle,
Yukon, New Jersey, Florida and even Italy. The local bands tour and
tell other small bands about Old Skool’s music scene and the bands will
then contact Cox via Facebook.
She makes sure that it is free to see all these bands, but does allow
them to try to sell their merchandise and promote their upcoming
shows and tours. She also has free drinks for everyone, including the
musicians. Cox says it is “good karma” to only ask for donations.
Cox has gone full circle — from a ﬂooding to a leaky roof, a love of
music to the preservation of Ellensburg’s current music scene. And she
has enjoyed almost every second of it.
“I’ll retire when I’m 90,” Cox laughs. “I’m perfectly happy where I am.”

Top photo by Xander Fu / Center photo by Jack Lambert / Layout by Taylor Morrell
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“Star Wars” from page 1
So I started oﬀ my Star
Wars marathon by watching
episode 4-6, then episode 1-3,
then episode 7 and last but not
least,“Rogue One”.
Many Star Wars fanatics argue with this order though. Most
say that the order that the ﬁlms
should be watched is: Episode 1,
2, 3, “Rogue One,” 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Jack, a junior studying broadcast journalism, said, “If you
want to include the cannon
T.V. shows, watch Star Wars:
The Clone Wars in between episodes 2 and 3 and Star Wars:
Rebels after episode 3 before
Rogue One.”

[Spoiler warning]
“Some say this spoils the big
reveal in episode ﬁve of Darth
Vader being Luke’s father, but
I for one disagree because by
watching them chronologically,” Jack said. “You are introduced to the universe of Star
Wars and are given a broad
view of where some of the major players in the original movies are coming from.”
In early summer 1977, a new
movie had just come out: “Star
Wars: A New Hope.” All people
really knew about it was that it
was directed by George Lucas,
who is also known as the “American Graﬃti” guy.

“A New Hope” (1977), tops
the Star Wars movie money
list with $3 billion dollars at
the worldwide box oﬃce. Since
1977, Star Wars has become a
pop-culture phenomenon that
is still popular amongst people
of the younger generation.
Logan Grubb, a safety and
health management major, said
“I think Star Wars is a foundation of our society and I feel
like when it was made, a lot of
people were oblivious to science
ﬁction and could not even fantasize what life in space could
be like.”
For many fans, Star Wars
is about “A long time ago, in
a galaxy far, far away...” It
allows fans to captivate and
imagine the universe across
any media type.
In a sense, fans are able to
enter a world that is not really talked about, but also gives
people a chance to escape reality and enter a fantasy world
where people can feel like it
exists outside of our galaxy.
This is why many fanatics
enjoy dressing up as their favorite Star Wars characters
and attend conventions. This
allows people to enter a diﬀerent universe in real life, aside
from watching the ﬁlms in a
theater or in the comfort of
their home.
Serna Burrell, a freshman
clinical physiology major. “Star
Wars is about the thrill of watch-

Graph created by Taylor Morrell/Data from Money Nation

ing the ﬁlm,” Burrell said. “I like
how the stories are intertwined
in some way or another and it
makes you stay on your toes because you are always wondering
what is going to happen.”
In the past ﬁve years, I have
talked to many people about
Star Wars and their opinion
about the craze.
Recently, Jane, senior art major, said, “Personally, I do not
like Star Wars and do not un-

From April 1-30, come into the Connection Card office,
put money on your Freedom Plan to redeem at CWU Dining
locations and recieve an extra bonus percentage!*

derstand why people like it so
much because to me, Star Wars
is boring and I do not like science ﬁction.”
Other students would disagree though.
For instance, Grubb said,
“My only complaint about
Star Wars is the unnecessary
editing done in episode IVVI. The remastered versions
take away the originality of
what it was back in the day,

such as Jabba the Hutt, but I
love Star Wars and it is a part
of my upbringing.”
When you are in a tough situation or when you are having
a bad day, remember that the
force is always strong and the
force is always with you. And on
May fourth, May the fourth be
with you.

Editor’s Note: Jack and Jane
are ﬁctitious names
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Battle for the GNAC Title
By Sabrina Wheelhouse
Staff Reporter

In sports, there’s something
exhilarating for both fans and
players when the top teams
compete for the number one
spot. This weekend, CWU baseball will take on Western Oregon University (WOU) and it
will be a fight until the end.
The Wildcats currently stand
at second in conference play
with a record of 20-12 and an
overall record of 26-16.
“This is a big series for us
since they are in first by two
games,” assistant coach Scott
Stone said. “We’ve been trying
to chase them down all season
and finally get a chance to take
care of business, so we need to
go out strong from the beginning of game one.”
Jake Levin, Mackenzie Gaul
and Chris Dalto have played a
large role this season in guiding
the team in a successful direction.
Levin and Gaul have been

forces on the mound, pitching
an earned run average of 3.13
and 2.89, respectively. They
have 90 strikeouts combined
and only allowed seven home
runs on the season.
“They all have stepped up big
time. Levin and Dalto have had
walk off wins for us and Gaul has
given solid outings all season,”
Stone said. “Their leadership has
been keeping the guys focused
and they are always putting in
solid games for us.”
Dalto, a junior infielder, was
recently recognized as ‘Player
of the Week’ for his offensive efforts in the series against Saint
Martin’s University (SMU) on
April 14 and 15.
He is hitting .323 on the season with two home runs, 13
runs batted in and eight doubles. On the mound, Dalto
has a 1.74 earned run average
in 10 appearances.
“I feel confident about our
pitching because it’s getting
to where it needs to be and

By Kyvon Henry
Staff Reporter
Arber Demiri/The Observer

Freshman Justin Hampson takes a look at a pitch during their series with Northwest Nazarene.

our hitting is at its prime right
now,“ Dalto said.
WOU is 20-8 in conference
play and have a 21-11 overall
record putting them at number
one in the GNAC standings.
Leading WOU this season is
junior infielder Jay Leverett. He
currently holds a .341 batting
average and a .984 fielding average which earned him ‘Player of the Week’ for March 27

through April 2.
“Their pitching has more velocity than ours and we haven’t
seen that as much as hitters. but
Last time we got more comfortable with it as the game went
on but this time around I think
we are more ready and prepared for what they throw our
way,“ said Dalto.
First pitch is scheduled for 12
p.m. on April 28.

CWU relievers find success
By Simo Rul
A big part of the CWU Wildcats baseball team’s ’ success
has been a result of the relievers coming out of the bullpen.
Right-handed pitchers Christopher Dalto and Kyle Thompson, juniors at CWU have created a spark.
The relievers have exceeded
Dalto’s expectations.
“Honestly, I did but I didn’t
think [the bullpen would] be that
strong,” Dalto said. “We have a
lot of young guys. We have 16
freshmen on this team, and a lot
of ‘[th]em are pitchers.”
Dalto said that they have developed a lot as the season has
gone on.
The relievers have been key in
preserving and finishing games
strong throughout the season.
“I mean some of our starters,
sometimes they could finish it
up, but a lot of the times we rely
on our bullpen,” Dalto said. “So
we need our set-up guys to come

in and then our closers to come
in and closedown [the game].”
Dalto has been essential on
both sides of the ball with an
ERA of 3.65, and a batting average of .319 with two homeruns and 17 runs batted in.
“I think I gotta stay where
I’m at right now, gotta keep doing what I’m doing. I think I’m
helping the team out a lot both
ways,” Dalto said.
There are a lot of underclassmen on this team, but they have
done well in relieving the starters.
“I had high hopes for us,
but we had a pretty young staff
coming out of the [bull]pen,”
Thompson said. “They exceeded my expectations, and a lot of
other people’s.”
Thompson said the relievers are important every game.
Starters do good by pitching so
many innings, but the relievers
are needed to hold and close
games out.
One of the biggest positives
is to keep this level of play from
game to game.
“That’s the goal right there, is

consistency. You have to be consistent to be a reliever,” Thompson said. “You can give up here
and there as a starter, but as a
reliever you gotta come in and
shut [th]em down.”
Thompson has an ERA of 3.52,
but his main focus isn’t his stats.
“Stats are nice. Stats isn’t
like the huge thing like I have
to have this ERA or it has to
be that,” Thompson said. “I
think just going out there, and
knowing what your job is and
just having the confidence that
you prepared for that job, and it
takes care of itself, and I think
stats reflect that.”
Pitching coach Kellen Camus
had positive thoughts about the
relievers going into the year.
“I knew that to win games you
gotta have a good, strong backend. I knew coming into the season that would be probably one
of our strengths,” Camus said.
Camus has all the belief in his
pitching staff.
“It’s nice to go to anyone at any
moment you have an opportunity to bring into the game, and

tell them they are the one guy,
they’re my number one on the
mound,” Camus said. “Doesn’t
matter what they’re on the depth
chart, but when they’re on the
mound they are the number one.
It’s good to rely on guys.”
Going forward, improving
each time the team gets out on
the field is important.
“Staying consistent throughout the year, and then finishing
strong, not just sitting back on
the beginning success, but building and keep getting better each
week until the GNAC tournament,” Camus said.
The one positive that has been
big is how the guys bounce back
from games where they didn’t
pitch as well as they wanted to.
“The biggest part is when
they fail, is how they comeback,” Camus said. “It’s easy
to have success, and keep going
on success. Once you get to the
point where you have a little failure, how are you going to react?
How are you going to get back
to being consistent and being
good on the mound?”

Kyle Thompson

Chris Dalto

Seth Pedersen

Tyler Hoefer

Staff Reporter

Climbing
team back
from Walla
Walla with
No. 5 rank

Record: 2-0

Earned Run Averae: 3.65

Record: 2-0

Record: 2-1

Earned Run Average: 3.52

Saves: 6

Appearences: 10

Innings Pitched: 15.1

Innings Pitched: 23

Innings Pitched: 12.1

Innings Pitched: 25.2

Strikeouts: 25.2

Runs: 12

Batting average against: .167

Batting average against: .221

Hits: 22

You wouldn’t expect a person
with a fear of heights to be leading a team that climbs to unusual heights.
Dan Connelly, a senior from
Bainbridge Island double majoring in psychology and sociology, has been competing on
a rock-climbing team since his
freshman year and currently
holds the fifth most points overall in the Northwest Collegiant
Climbing Circut male category.
When questioned about his
fear of heights he jokingly said
“I don’t fall.”
Connelly predicted a top-five
performance at Whitman College (WC) behind his increased
performance in the latter parts
of the year, including his past
circuits at WC earning first
place in his category each year.
Connelly has shifted categories,
currently on the opening category
which is for top performers.
WC wall is notorious for being
an overhang wall, Connelly said
“Overhung walls are intense on
the upper body.“
“The hardest thing about
competing is feeling as if you’re
equipped but not able to figure the route, whether it’s understanding how to climb or a
move doesn’t suite your climbing ability. It’s even harder when
teammates can understand, and
you’re stuck figuring it out,”
Connelly said. “Coming back
fresh and not overthinking your
decision is the best way to combat frustration.”
According to the Northwest
Collegiate climbing circuit, the
Wildcats are currently ranked
fifth overall.
Ben Baldwin, a junior transfer from Bellevue college, conquered his fear of heights after a
couple months of rocking climbing. Baldwin was first introduced
to rock-climbing by a friend in
his hometown who took him to
a gym in Bellevue with 50-60
feet walls and men dangling at
the top of the course.
“I better not be doing that,
there is no way,” he said, nervously onlooking.
Baldwin now has a year of experience with CWU’s team.
“The past competitions have
been a lot of fun. I’m not so big
on competing to be the best, but
I also go there to experience the
route and meet the people.”
Along with competing in Walla Walla, Baldwin was also in the
sweet onion eating competition
the city is known for, where a delegated team member chows down
on onions as fast as they can for a
currently unknown prize.
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CWU Basketball says farewell to Harada
By Natalie Hyland

the public announcement to let
the team know what would be
happening in the coming weeks
On April 17 it was announced and to prepare for the barrage
that Jeﬀ Harada, coach of the of questions that would soon be
women’s basketball team, had coming their way.
“I care deeply about [this
resigned from his position and
team].
I’m not leaving because
accepted a job at California
I
don’t
like them, or because I
State University Fullerton as its
don’t
want
to be there for them,”
head coach. After three years
Harada
said.
“There was an opheading up the Wildcats’ team,
portunity for me to accomplish
Harada’s oﬃcial last day was
things that I’ve set out to do
Friday, April 21.
from a long time.”
While only three players –JasHarada ﬁrst set his sights on
min Edwards, Rachel Lorentson coaching at a Division I level nearand Beverly Verduin –have been ly 20 years ago. He wasn’t looking
with the program since Hara- to leave the Wildcats, but felt the
da’s arrival, every player is now opportunity would be too good to
experiencing the tremendous pass up. When he had a moment,
loss of the coach who turned Harada took the time to reﬂect on
the program around.
his journey with the team.
Harada,
“There
a native of
was a lot
Hawaii, will
We’re happy for him, of confunow
have
sion
and
but it’s a tough loss at
the chance
unknowns
[when
I
to
return
the same time. He will
got here].
home at least
The
probe so missed.
once a year
gram
was
for games
-Sadie Mensing, guard
in a rough
against the
patch,” HaUniversity of Hawaii, which competes rada said. “The players I inheralongside CSUF in the Big West ited wanted to win. They wanted to experience more success
Conference of the NCAA.
Before he left, Harada was and they wanted a better overable to share his home with the all experience.”
The year before, Harada took
Wildcats when they traveled
over
as head coach, the Wildcats
to Hawaii for games against
went 2-16 in GNAC play during
Brigham Young University Hathe 2013-14 season. After just one
waii and Hawaii Hilo on Nov.
season under Harada’s leader18 and 19.
ship, the team’s conference record
“Hawaii was special, that’s his improved to 7-11, with nearly
hometown, so he got to take us
four times
to all these
as
many
cool beachwins and
es and litI care deeply about [this a winning
tle
shops
team], I’m not leaving be- home-court
and restaucause I don’t like them, or record.
rants,” said
Harada
because I don’t want to be was hired
Edwards,
there for them.
a junior at
at CWU in
CWU and
late May
-Jeff Harada, former head coach
of 2014. At
one of the
team’s guards. “All the time we that point, he was unable to do
got to spend with him was awe- much more than suggest workouts, because coaches aren’t alsome.”
lowed to work out with their playInforming the team of his
ers during the oﬀseason.
new job was one of the hard“It was more of us just getting
est things Harada said he has to know each other on a personal
done in a while. He called a level and ﬁguring out what each
team meeting the Friday before other’s goals were,” Harada said.
Senior Sports Reporter

“

”

“

”

“Whenever we would have a
good win he would come into
the locker room just like screaming and cheering and yelling,”
Mensing said.
Another player who had a
strong season with the Wildcats
this season was junior forward
Taylor Baird. Baird joined the
Wildcats this season after transferring from Division I Southern Utah University.
Harada “gave me a huge opportunity when I left Utah. You
can’t talk to [another program]
until you’ve been released from
[your current] program so to
leave… is pretty risky,” Baird
said. “He wasn’t sure exactly
what he was going to get, but he
took a leap of faith and it turned
out really good.”
In a single season with the
Wildcats, Baird had a season-high 26 points against
Northwest Nazarene on Feb. 21.
Design by Taylor Morrell/The Observer
Along with the improvement in games Jeﬀ Harada led the team to three GNAC tournaments.
Throughout the interviews, a
commonality began to show itIn his ﬁnal season, Harada
“Our retreat was really awe- self in both the players, and the
lead the team to its ﬁrst post-sea- some,” Edwards said. “It was a coach himself.
son win in program history in chance for all of us to bond.”
“He really loves quotes, every
the 58-57 upset of Simon Fraser
Sophomore guard Sadie Mens- week we have a quote of the
in the ﬁrst round of the GNAC ing, a standout for the Wildcats in week,” Edwards said. “All of the
tournament. He also also lead her second year, also shared what quotes he’s given us we can use
the Wildcats to a 10-11 confer- having Harada as a coach meant in the future.”
ence record.
to her. Mensing joined the WildOne of the quotes Harada
“Being able to win a game in cats at the beginning of the 2015- remembers and feels is extremethe conference tournament was 16 season and has beneﬁted from ly relevant now is, “Don’t let
a very special moment not only Harada’s coaching oﬀ the court as life change your goals, because
achieving your goals could
for [Harada], but just for our well as in games.
team and our program,” Ran“One of the reasons I came [to change your life.”
“I’m not allowing life to
di Richardson, interim head CWU] was because I felt like he
coach, said.
really wanted me here and be- change my goals. For me, ﬁnally
Richardson joined the pro- lieved in me,” Mensing said. “He accomplishing one of my magram during Harada’s second deﬁnitely taught me to focus on jor goals career-wise is going to
change my
year as an assistant coach and not taking
life,”
Hawas named as the interim coach anything for
rada
said.
in the wake of his departure granted.”
“Though
Whenever we would
while the team begins the search
After two
have a good win he would I’m not gofor their new coach.
seasons with
ing to be
During the 2016-17 season, the
Wildcome into the locker room here physimany players also set career cats, Mensjust like screaming and
cally, I hope
highs and broke a few CWU ing boasts
in spirit they
cheering and yelling.
records. Edwards, who joined 380 points
know that
-Sadie
Mensing,
guard
the team during Harada’s ﬁrst and
174
I’m
there
season as coach, now holds the r e b o u n d s
with them
record for the most assists in under Harada’s leadership. and I’ll be cheering them on
CWU women’s basketball histo- Mensing’s career-high 19 points from afar.”
ry, with a total of 430 assists in boosted the Wildcats to a 77When all was said and done,
her ﬁrst three years.
63 win over Western Oregon no better words summed up the
Edwards’ fondest memories University on Jan. 19. Some of feeling of the Wildcats’ team as
included the pre-season retreat Mensing’s favorite memories Harada departed than Mensing’s.
the entire team took to Sunca- include Harada’s post-win cel“We’re happy for him, but it’s a
dia Resort in Cle Elum before ebrations like the one that took tough loss at the same time,” Mensing said. “He will be so missed.”
the season began.
place that night.
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Pregnant?

You have options.

Sugar Thai Cuisine
The Best of Thai Food

10% Off Any Purchase Sugar Thai Cuisine
(509).933.4224 • Fax (509).933.4288
306 N Pine St, Ellensburg, WA 98926

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. - Thurs. 11am - 9pm
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Sun. Noon - 9pm
CARING & CONFIDENTIAL

Stop in for a free pregnancy test.

Find us:
CareNetEllensburg.org
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Ski season comes to an end CWU

By Andrew Kollar

say that was one of my favorite
trips. I didn’t expect it to be that
good so early,” Chung said.
Kayleigh Mill, a ski patroller
at Snoqualmie Pass, spent her
ﬁrst winter in Washington working at Snoqualmie Pass and was
most surprised with how much
snow fell in such a short amount
of time. Mill claims that her favorite part about Washington
was the amount of powder the
Cascades received.
“There was one week where
three feet of snow fell in only
ﬁve days. That was pretty awesome,” Mill said, regarding an
early February storm.
Snowfall was sporadic in the
mountains this year, but when
the snow fell, it came down with
a vengeance. Multiple storm cycles came through and dropped
feet of snow within the span of
only a few days. Feb. 4 through
Feb. 7, On The Snow, a weather
resource that records every inch
of snow that falls throughout
the year, reported that Within
four days, Snoqualmie Pass received almost ﬁve5 feet of snow.
February was not only ﬁlled
with powder. I;immediately following the massive amount of
snow that fell between Feb. 4 and
Feb. 7, On The Snow reported
freezing rain and over seven days
without any new snow.
Although the patterns of
February were sporadic hit and
miss, the snowpack remained
protected with a thick layer of
solid, blue ice. The ice that was
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By Rachel Greve
Staff Reporter
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Overlooking the Summit at Snoqualmie.

eventually covered up by the
100 inches of snow that fell between Feb. 26 and March 10.
As we are coming to the end
of April, mountain operations
are starting to shut down.,
Chung and Mill will have to say
goodbye to the community of
skiers and snowboarders until
next year.
With the ski season winding
down, Crystal Mountain and
Stevens Pass are both closed for
the summer, as both resorts had
their last days of winter operation on April 23. White Pass
and Mission Ridge are not far
behind, having their ﬁnal days
of operation for the season on
April 30. Alpental at Snoqualmie Pass will remain open until
May 7 following their annual
Cinco De Mayo celebration.
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This year’s ski season was one
for the books at Snoqualmie Pass
during the 2016-2017 ski season,
making it a season to remember
for local Washingtonians.
Mother nature dropped a
total of 402 inches of snowfall on Snoqualmie Pass. This
lead, leading to many powder
days and overcoming the 5year-average by over 60 inches,
according to the Washington
State Department of Transportation (DOT).
The season started oﬀ with a
lot of snow falling in the areas of
higher elevation, leading many to
ski above Paradise on Mt. Rainier
as early as mid-November.
Ski mountaineer Thomas
Chung struggled to think of the
best trip of the year, considering
there were so many to choose
from. Chung later recalled his
ﬁrst trip of the ski season as one
of the best of the year.
Chung’s ﬁrst trip of the season entailed leaving Seattle at 6
a.m. and getting to the trailhead
on Mt. Rainier with his skis on
by 9 a.m. The trail starts at the
Paradise parking lot and leads to
the top of Panorama Point, located just below the Muir Snowﬁeld where mountain climbers
set up camp for the night beforein an attempt for the summit the
following day.
“We didn’t make it all the
way to Camp Muir but I would

Rodeo Club
held lone
home
competition
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Friday, May 5 • 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
Holmes Dining Room • $12
(Meal plan discounts apply)

MENU
Taquitos
& Salsa
Carne Asada

Spanish Rice
Black Beans
Taco Salad
Refried Beans

Churros
Sopapillas
Ice cream

Cinco de Mayo - or the fifth of May - is a holiday
commemorating the date of the Mexican army’s 1862
victory over France at the Battle of Puebla during the
Franco-Mexican War (1861-1867). A relatively minor
holiday in Mexico, in the United States Cinco de Mayo
has evolved into a celebration of Mexican culture and
heritage, particularly in areas with large MexicanAmerican populations. – From www.history.com

CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX/Veteran/
Disability employer. For accommodation, email DS@cwu.edu

The CWU Rodeo Club
hosted the Todd Anderson Memorial rodeo at the Ellensburg
Arena this past weekend.
“We didn’t do as well as we
wanted to this weekend but we
still have one more rodeo left
this season,” said Co-Vice President of the Rodeo Club Michael Anderson.
The CWU Rodeo Team is
currently sitting in sixth place in
the region, with one more competition before Rodeo Nationals.
“I don’t know if we will be
sending anyone to CNFR this
year,” Anderson said.
After losing one of their top
members earlier this season, the
CWU Rodeo Team has been
looking for someone to help lead
them in the right direction.
“Jordan is someone that
can’t be forgotten... He lost his
thumb and less than six weeks
later, he was back practicing
with the team,” Anderson said.
Before his accident, Anderson described Jordan Tye,
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Rodeo team roping during a practice.

Co-President as a hard worker
and was one of the best ropers
on the team.
Despite his accident, Tye is
still sitting in eighth place in the
tie down roping event.
With only one person graduating and a young team coming
up, the rodeo team is looking towards the future and what next
year will look like.
The team currently has
someone in ﬁve diﬀerent events,
including Kiley Kae Streeter,
who is in the top 10 in four separate events including breakaway
roping, barrel racing, team roping and the women’s all around.
Fortunately for the Rodeo
team, Streeter will be returning;
however, their other outstanding
female rodeo team member will
be graduating.
The team is getting ready to
wrap up their season with the
ﬁnal rodeo of the season when
they head down to Hermiston,
Oregon this weekend.
The rodeo team is always
looking for more team members
and actively recruits and helps
out in the community.

